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ABSTRACT 
This is a continuation of an earlier paper by the authors on generalized inverses 
over integral domains. The main results consist of necessary and sufficient conditions 
for the existence of a group inverse, a new formula for a group inverse when it exists, 
and necessary and sufficient cpnditions for the existence of a Drazin inverse. We show 
that a square matrix A of rank r over an integral domain W has a group inverse if and 
only if the sum of all r x r principal minors of A is an invertible element of R. We also 
show that the group inverse of A when it exists is a polynomial in A with coefficients 
from W. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let @I be an integral domain, i.e., a commutative ring with no zero divisors 
and with unity. In this paper we consider matrices over 12, unless indicated 
otherwise. 
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Let A be an m x n matrix, and consider the Moore-Penrose equations: 
(1) AGA = A, 
(2) GAG = G, 
(3) ( AG)r = AG, 
(4) (GA)r = GA, 
where the superscript T denotes transpose. If G is an n x m matrix satisfying 
(l), then G is called a generalized inverse (g-inoerse, l-inverse) of A. A matrix 
A is said to be regular if it has a g-inverse. If G satisfies (1) and (2), it is said to 
be a r&ive g-inverse of A, whereas it is said to be a Moore-Penrose inverse 
of A if it satisfies (l)-(4). 
Consider the following equations applicable to square matrices: 
(5) AG = GA, 
(lk) Ak = Ak+‘G. 
Borrowing the definition from real matrices (see [2, Chapter 4]), for a square 
matrix A over an integral domain R, a matrix G over W is said to be a group 
inverse of A if (1) (2), and (5) are satisfied, and a matrix G over R is said to be 
a Drazin inverse of A if (2), (5), and (lk) (f or some positive integer k) are 
satisfied. We denote a group inverse of A by A#. A matrix G over W satisfying 
conditions (I) and (5) is called a commuting g-inverse of A. 
It is well known that over the field of real numbers a square matrix A has 
a group inverse if and only if Rank A = Rank A2 and that every matrix has a 
Drazin inverse (see [2] and [4]). 
The main results of this paper consist of, for a square matrix over an 
integral domain, 
(1) necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a group inverse, 
(2) a new formula for finding a group inverse when it exists, and 
(3) necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a Drazin in- 
verse. 
For the existence of a group inverse we find necessary and sufficient condi- 
tions in terms of its r x r minors akin to the results of [l] and [3]. 
We also generalize some results from Rao and Mitra [4, Chapter 41 for 
matrices over integral domains. Incidentally we give a necessary and sufficient 
condition for Rank A = Rank A’. 
Let A be an m x n matrix, and let (Y = {i,, . . . , i,}, /3 = {j,, . . . , j,} be 
subsets of {l, , . . , m} and (I, . . . , n}, respectively. We denote by AZ the 
submatrix of A determined by rows indexed by OL and columns indexed by 0. 
The determinant of a square matrix A is denoted by ( A 1, and & 1 A 1 
‘J 
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denotes the cofactor of aij in the expansion of A. The determinantal rank (the 
largest nonvanishing minor) is denoted by p(A). C,(A) is the rth compound 
matrix of A with rows indexed by r-element subsets of { 1,. . . , m> and 
columns indexed by r-element subsets of { 1, . . . , n}. At several places in this 
paper, cz, /3, y are assumed to be r-element subsets of {l, 2, . . . , n} without its 
being stated explicitly. 
The relevant properties of A$ and C,.(A) f rom [l] and [3] that will be used 
are listed below: 
(i) Let A be an m x n matrix, with p(A) = r. Then 
P(Cr(A)) = l. (1.1) 
See [3, Lemma 91. 
(ii) Let A be an m x n matrix over the integral domain R with p(A) = r. 
Then A is regular if and only if there exists ct E R such that 
where the summation is over all r-element subsets CX, /3 of { 1,2,. . . , m} and 
{L2,..., n} respectively. Furthermore, if cf satisfies (1X), then G = ( gij) is a 
g-inverse of A, where 
gii = ,&!a, A;,. 
a,6 aaij 
(1.3) 
See [3, Theorem 81. 
(iii) Let A be an m x n matrix of rank r over the integral domain W. Let 
G be a reflexive g-inverse of A. Then for all i, j 
(14 
where a, p run over all r-element subsets of { 1,2,. . . , m} and { 1,2, . . , n} 
respectively. See [l, Theorem 31. 
We now introduce some notation. For an m x n matrix A, let A- be a 
generalized inverse of A, U(A) be the module generated by columns of A, 
and 9(A) be th e module generated by rows of A. Borrowing the notation 
from Rao and Mitra [4], for a matrix A, 
(1) let Ai be a g-inverse of A with U( Ax) = U(A) [equivalently U( A,) 
c VA)], 
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(2) let A; be a g-inverse of A with ?Z( A;) = 9(A) [equivalently a( A;) 
c 9 (A)], and 
(3) let A;x be a g-inverse of A with U( A&) = U(A) and W( AJ = 9 (A) 
[equivalently U( A&) C U(A) and W ( A&) C W ( A)]. 
2. EXISTENCE OF A, 
Theorem 2 below gives necessary and sufficient conditions for the exis- 
tence of A&. We need a crucial result (Lemma 1, below) which generalizes 
Lemma 4.1.1 of [4]. Let R be an integral domain. We consider matrices over 
R. 
LEMMAS. Let A, P, and Q be matrices over the integral domain R. Then A 
has a g-inverse of the form PCQ for some C if and only if 
(9 P(QAP) = P(A) and 
(ii) QAP is regular, 
in which case C is a g-inverse of QAP. A g-inverse with the above properties is 
unique whenever p( A) = p(P) = p(Q). 
Proof. “Only if” part: First note that the Cauchy-Binet formula gives us 
that p(DE) < min(p( D), p(E)). Let PCQ for some C be a g-inverse of A. 
Then A = A(PCQ)A = A( PCQ)A(PCQ)A. So p(A) < p(QAP). Again, since 
A = A( PCQ)A, we have that QAP = QAPCQAP. So p(QAP) < p(A). Thus we 
have (i) and (ii). 
“If” part: Let C be a g-inverse of QAP. So (QAP)C(QAP) = QAP. Since 
p(QAP) = p(A), we have that p(A) = p(QA) = p( AP). If A and QA are 
considered as matrices over the field of quotients F of R, then p( A) = p(QA) 
gives us a matrix D over p such that A = DQA. Similarly there exists a matrix 
E over 5 such that A = APE. Now (QAP)C(QAP) = QAP gives us APCQA = 
DQAPCQAPE = DQA = A. So we are done. H 
A similar argument gives the uniqueness also (see the last part of the proof 
of Lemma 4.1.1 of [4]). 
THEOREM 2. The folkming statements are equivalent for a square matrix A: 
(i) Ai exists. 
(ii) A; exists. 
(iii) A& exists. 
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(iv) p(A) = p( A’) and A2 is regular. 
(v) p(A) = p( A2) and A3 is regular. 
(vi) p(A) = p( A3) and A3 Is regular. 
Proof. (i) * (iv) f 11 o ows from Lemma 1 by taking P = A and Q = I. 
(iv) * (v): Let us verify that ( A2)-A( A2)- is a g-inverse of A3. Since 
p(A) = p( A2), there exists a matrix E over the quotient field of R such that 
A = A2E. So 
A3(A2)-A(A2)-A3=AA2(A2)-A2E(A2)-A3 
= AA2E( A2)-A3 
= A”( A2)-A3 
= A3. 
So ( A2)-A( A2)- is a g-inverse of A3. 
(v) =$ (vi) is clear. 
(vi) * (iii) follows from Lemma 1. In fact A& = A( A3)-A. 
(iii) * (i) is trivial. 
(ii) * (iv) * (v) * (vi) =+ (iii) * (ii) hold by similar arguments. 
REMARK 1. The two concepts A# and Aix are identical, and A* (and so 
A&) is unique. For, firstly, that A# is an A& follows because 
= A#AA#AA# 
= AAe3A. 
Secondly that A& is an A* follows because, as observed in the proof of 
(vi) * (iii), it is enough to verify Equations (l), (2) and (5) for G = A( A3)-A. 
Equation (1) is clear by the definition of a g-inverse. For Equation (2), if E is a 
matrix over the field of quotients such that A = A3E, then 
GAG = A( A”) - A”( A”) - A3E 
= A( A3)-A3E 
= A( A3)-A 
= G. 
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Equation (5), i.e., AG = GA, also follows similarly. The uniqueness of A* is 
easily proven from its definition. 
REMARK 2. From Remark 1, the existence of A# is equivalent to all the 
six statements of Theorem 2. Also, since trivially the existence of a commuting 
g-inverse of A is equivalent to the existence of A#, the six statements of 
Theorem 2 are equivalent to the existence of a commuting g-inverse of A. 
REMARK 3. Aix = A;AAi when p(A) = p( A’) and A2 is regular. 
REMARK 4. More generally, for a regular matrix A, there is a g-inverse of 
the form PCQ for some C if and only if there are g-inverses G, and G, of the 
form I’D and EQ respectively. In fact G, AG, serves our purpose. 
3. EXISTENCE OF THE GROUP INVERSE OF A IN TERMS OF ITS 
MINORS 
In [l], it was shown that a matrix A of rank r over R is regular if and only 
if a linear combination of all the r x r minors is one. In [2] we showed that a 
matrix of rank r over W has a Moore-Penrose inverse if and only if a particular 
linear combination of all the r x r minors is one (namely C,, By ] AZ ] ] A; ] 
= I, where (C,,,] Az12)-’ exists and equals u). The aim of this section is to 
give a similar condition for the existence of A*. We shall show that A# exists 
if and only if C,u I A”, ] = 1, where (C, ] A”, I)-’ exists and equals u. 
First we shall prove the condition for matrices of rank 1. 
LEMMA 3. Zf A is a square matrix of rank 1 over an integral domain R, 
then A has a group inverse if and only if the trace of A (Tr A for short) is 
invertible in W. In this case the group inverse A* = (Tr A)-‘A. 
Proof. Let A be a matrix of rank I over IX Over the field of quotients we 
can write A = xyT, where r and y are n x 1 matrices over the field. Note 
that yTx is the trace of A. 
“If” part: Suppose Tr A is invertible in E& Then we shall prove that 
G = (Tr A)-‘A is the group inverse of A: 
AGA = A(Tr A)-2AA 
= ryT( y%) -2 xyrryr 
= xy T= A. 
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Similarly we can prove that GAG = G and AG = GA. So G = (Tr A)-‘A is 
the group inverse of A. 
“Only if” part: Suppose that A has a group inverse. Then p(A) = p( A2) = 
1 and A2 is regular (by Lemma 2). If B = A2, then the (i, j)th element of B is 
bij = c qkakj. 
k 
(3.1) 
Since B is regular and p(B) = 1, by Lemma 7 of [l] there exists gji E W such 
that 
C gjibij = 1. 
i,j 
Substituting (3.1) in (3.2), we get 
c gjiaikakj = 
i,.i,k 
Since p(A) = 1, we have $kakj = akkqj. So 
(3.2) 
1. 
( Gakk)( gp’iaij) = ‘. (3.3) 
(3.3) now implies that Ckakk = Tr A is invertible in R. n 
THEOREM 4. Let A be an n x n matrix of rank r over an integral domain 
W. Then p(A) = p( A2), and A2 is regular if and only if 
where y runs over all r-element subsets of {1,2,. . . , n}, is invertible in W. 
Proof. “Only if” part: Let p(A) = p( A2) = r, and A2 be regular. So 
p([C,.( A)J2) = P(C,( A2)) = I and C,( A2) is regular. From the “only if” part of 
Lemma 3 we get that Tr C,.(A) = C, ( AT ) is invertible in R. 
“If” part: Let 1 I AT ( be invertible in k?. First we shall prove that 
p(A) = p( A2) = r. Suppose p(A) # p( A’). Then p( A’) < r (since p(A) = r), 
and 
I( )I A2; =0 (3.4) 
38 
for all r-element subsets o, /3 of (1,2, 
I( A”);1 = c I $1 I 41 
Y 
= CIA;1 I&l 
Y 
= IA;ICIAY,l. 
Y 
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n). But 
[since ,(C,( A)) = 11 
(3.5) 
Since C, 1 AT 1 is invertible in W, from (3.4) and (3.5) we get 1 AZ ) = 0 for all 
r-element subsets CL and 6. This contradicts the fact that p(A) = I-. SO we 
must have p(A) = p( A2) = r. 
Now it remains to prove that A2 is regular. Since C, I AT I = u is 
invertible in R, we have 
~-~(;lA:l)(~lA~l) =l; 
I.e., 
and 
CU-~( A:1 1 A;( = 1, 
ff. B 
because p(C,( A)) = 1. (3.6) 
By the Cauchy-Binet formula we have 
I(A2):l =T IA;1 I A!% 
By substituting (3.7) into (3.6) we get 
cu-“I( A’);] = 1. 
c1 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
So, from (1.2), by taking ct = 0 for cx z /3 and u-’ for CY = /3, it is clear that 
A2 is regular. Hence we have proved the theorem. n 
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THEOREM 5. LetAbeannxnmatrixouerRsuchthatp(A)=r.Then 
the following are equiuakznt: 
(i) A bus a group inuerse. 
(ii) C,(A) has a group inuerse. 
(iii) Er 1 AT 1 is inuettible in 12. 
(iv) p(A) = p( A’), and A2 is regular. 
Proof. (i) =$ (ii) is trivial from tbe properties of compound matrices, 
(ii) * (iii) follows from Lemma 3, (iii) * (iv) is a part of Theorem 4, and 
(iv) * (i) follows from Lemma 2. n 
We know that over a field the group inverse of a matrix A, whenever it 
exists, can be written as a polynomial in A with coefficients from the field (see 
[2] and [4]). We shall prove this result in the case of integral domains also. 
THEOREM 6. Let A be a square matrix of order n ouer R for which A* 
exists over R. Then A* is a polywmial in A with coe&ients from R. 
Proof. Let the characteristic polynomial of A be 
1 AI - A( = p,X’-‘+ p,+$“-‘+’ + ..a +hn”, 
where r is the rank of A and (- l)kpk is the sum of all the principal minors of 
order k. Observe that (- l)‘p, is the sum of all the r x r principal minors of 
A, which is invertible in W (by our Theorem 5 above). Now by the Cayley- 
Hamilton theorem, 
p, A”-’ + . . . +A” = 0, 
so 
A”-’ = qr+l A”-‘+l + qr+2 A”-‘-+’ + . * * +q,,A”, 
(39 
whereqk= -pk/prfork,<n-landq,= -l/p,.(Observethatqk,...,qn 
are elements of R.) 
Multiplying both sides of (3.9) by ( A#)“-‘+l, we get 
A# = qr+lAA* + q,.+zA + **a i-q,,A”-‘-I, (3.10) 
and multiplying both sides of (3.10) by A, we get 
A#A = qr+l A + qr+2 A2 + *. * +qnA”-‘. (3.11) 
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Substituting (3.11) into (3.10) gives us 
A* = (o,2+, + qr+e) A + (9r+19r+2 + 9r+3)A2 + **. +9nA”-‘7 
and this is a polynomial in A over R. n 
Incidentally, from the proof of equivalence of (iii) and (iv) of Theorem 5 we 
can give a condition for p(A) to be equal to p( A2). 
THEOREM 7. Let A be a square matrix of rank r over R. Then p(A) = 
p( A2) = r if and only if the sum of all the r x I- principal minors of A is 
nonzero. 
Proof. We observe that for any (Y and p (r-element subsets of 
{l,%...,n}) 
(3.12) 
where y runs over all r-element subsets of { 1,2,. . . , n}. Since R is an integral 
domain, we get that 
p(A) =p(A2) ifandonlyif xlAY,I #O. 
Y 
n 
4. NEW FORMULAE 
We have seen in the previous section that if C, ( AT ( is invertible in W, 
then A* exists. We shall give in this section a method of finding A# 
whenever it exists. 
First of all observe that from Remark 2 at the end of Section 2, it follows 
that A has a commuting g-inverse if and only if C_, ( A; ( is invertible. 
THEOREM 8. Let A be a matrix of rank r over W. Then: 
(i) Ifu = C,\ A’yl is invertible in R, then G = ( gij) defined by 
is a commuting g-inverse of A. 
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(ii) I~u = &I A’yl is invertible in W, then G = (gij), where 
is the group inverse of A. 
Proof. (i): First we shall prove that G = (gij) obtained from the formula 
gji= Cu-‘~IA~I 
Y ‘I 
(4.1) 
is a commuting g-inverse of A. Note that G is a g-inverse of A over W [by 
(1.2) and (14, taking ct = 0 for a! # /3 and c,” = u-l]. 
Now we shall prove that G commutes with A, i.e., 
( AG)ij = (GA)ij for all i, j. (4.2) 
For i = j, 
= (,~qlA:I)u-l. (4.3) 
Similarly we get (GA),, = (C,, iEy ( A; 1)~‘. SO (GA),, = (AG)ii. For i + j, 
( AG), = Taikgkj 
(4.4) 
42 
because for i E y 
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so 
Similarly we get 
(4.5) 
(GA)ij = up1 y: igjh I AY,,(i)U(j) I 
=U -’ C IA;1 
ci: ifa, j#a 
j3: j@, i@ 
= (AG),,. 
Hence G commutes with A. 
Now we shall prove part (ii) of the theorem. Since u = I,\ AT 1 is 
invertible in R, 
Since p(C,( A)) = 1, we have 1 A”, 1 ( A; ( = ) A; ) ( At 1, so 
c a,8u-2)A;I IAB,) = 1. 
We claim that the matrix G = ( gij) obtained from the formula 
is tbe group inverse of A. 
Note that C,( A*) is the group inverse of C,(A). But, by Lemma 3, we get 
Cr( A)” = [Tr C,.(A)] -‘C,.(A) 
=t4 -“C,(A). 
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Therefore 1 A#: 1 = u-’ 1 AC (. Since A# is a reflexive g-inverse of A, by 
(1.4) we get 
So we get G = A*. Hence the proof. n 
REMARK. Theorem 7 provides a direct proof of (iii) * (iv) of Theorem 5. 
5. DRAZIN INVERSE 
In this section we shall give necessary and suffkient conditions for a square 
matrix over B3 to have a Drazin inverse over W. 
THEOREM 9. Let A be a matrix over RI. Then A has a Drazin inverse over 
R (satisfying (2), (5), and (lk)) if and only $for that k, p( Ak) = p( Ak+l) and 
A2k+’ is regular. Also, the Drazin inverse, when it exists, is unique. 
Proof. “Only if” part: Let A have a Drazin inverse, say G, over I3 
Condition (lk) gives us that p( Ak) = p( Ak+‘) and also 
A!?.k+l = A2k+tG 
= A2k+1GA [from condition (5)] 
= A2k+lG2k+lA2k+l [from condition (2)] . 
So A2k+’ is regular. 
“If” part: Let k be a positive integer for which p( Ak) = p( Ak+‘) and 
A2k+’ is regular. We shall prove that G = Ak( A2k+‘)-Ak is a Drazin inverse 
of A. 
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Since p( Ak) = p( Ak+j) for all p OSI rve integers j, there exists matrices D, ‘t’ 
E, and F over the field of quotients of R such that 
Ak+l = DA2k+‘, 
A” = EAzk+l, 
Ak = A2k+lF 
so 
AG = hk( Azk+‘) - Ak 
= D( A2k+l)F = Ak+‘F. 
Similarly 
GA = Ak( A2k+1) - AkA 
= Ak( A2k+‘)- fik 
= Ak+‘F. 
Hence AC = GA, i.e. (5) holds. Also, 
Ak+‘G = Ak+‘Ak( AZk+l)-Ak 
= A2k+’ (A 2k+l - ) Azk+‘F 
= A2kf’F 
= Ak. 
Hence (lk). Finally, 
G2A = G(GA) = [ Ak( Azkfl)-Ak] Ak+‘F (since GA = Ak+lF) 
= Ak( A2k+‘) Ak = G. 
Hence (2). Thus G is a Drazin inverse of A. 
Now we shall prove that the Drazin inverse is unique when it exists. First 
observe that if G satisfies (lk) then G satisfies (lm) for all m 2 k. If F and G 
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are two Drazin inverses of A, we can choose a k such that F and G both 
satisfy conditions (2), (5), and (1’). By repeated applications of (5) and (lk) we 
get 
Gk+‘AZk+‘Fk+l = Gk+lAk = G 
and 
Gk+lAZk+lFk+l = Ak+‘Fk+l = F 
So F = 6. n 
REMARK 1. Let us observe that if A has a Drazin inverse over W and if 
the index of A is p, then p( Ap) = p( AP+‘) and A’P+’ is regular. If A has a 
Drazin inverse H over R, then considering A as a matrix over the field of 
quotients of W, A 2P+1 has a g-inverse over this field. So A has a Drazin 
inverse G over this field, and G satisfies (2), (5) and (1 p). By the uniqueness of 
the Drazin inverse over the field, we have then G = H. So H satisfies (2), (5), 
and (1 P). Theorem 9 gives our statement. Also we have the following result: A 
has a Drazin inverse over the integral domain W if and only if A2P+’ is 
regular, where p is the index of A. 
REMARK 2. Given an integral domain R, for a given matrix A over W there 
need not exist an integer k such that p( Ak) = p( Ak+‘) and Azk+’ is regular 
over W. For example, take 
R=E and A= f :. [ 1 
p(A) = p( Ak) = 1 for all positive integers k. But Ak is not regular for k > 2. 
REMARK 3. Note that A has a Drazin inverse with index p if and only if 
AP has a group inverse (it is easy to verify that GP is a group inverse of AP, 
and in fact p is the smallest positive integer for which AP has a group 
inverse). Conversely, if AP has a group inverse, then A3P is regular with 
p(A) = p( A3p), which implies that A’P+’ is regular. 
Now we shall prove the following theorem 
THEOREM 10. Let A be a matrix over W with index p, and p( AP) = s. 
Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) A has a Dr-azin inverse. 
(ii) C,(A) has a Drazin inverse. 
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(iii) C,( AP) has a group inoerse. 
(iv) Tr C,( AP) is invertible ouer R, and A2P is regular. 
(v) AP has a group inverse. 
(vi) At’+” is regular for all positive integers n. 
(vii) A2P is regular. 
Proof. (i) * (ii) f 11 o ows from the properties of C,(A). 
(ii) * (iii): Since C,(A) has a Drazin inverse with index < k, C,( Ak) has a 
group inverse (from Remark 3 following Theorem 9). 
(iii) * (iv) is trivial by Lemma 3. 
(iv) * (v) holds from Theorem 4. 
(v) q (vi): If n is a positive integer, then choosing m such that 
n < (m - l)p, we have p( AP) = p( A”P) = p( Ap+“), and since Amp is regu- 
lar, Ak+” is regular. 
( ‘) ( “) b vi * vu 1s 0 vious. 
(vii) * (i) h Id f o s rom Remark 1 following Theorem 9. n 
It is known that over a field every matrix has a decomposition (see [2, 
Chapter 41 and [4, Chapter 41) of the form 
A = A, + A, 
with the properties 
(i) P(A~) = &A?), 
(ii) A, is nilpotent, and 
(iii) A, A, = A, A, = 0. 
We shall now investigate whether over an integral domain a similar decompo- 
sition also exists for every matrix. 
Observe that over a field, condition (i) is equivalent to 
(i’) A, has a group inverse. 
In the following theorem we shall give a necessary and sufficient condition for 
a square matrix over an integral domain to have a decomposition satisfying 
properties (i’), (ii), and (iii). 
THEOREM~~. A square matrix A over R has a decomposition A = A, + A, 
satisfying (i?, (ii), and (iii) if and only if A has a Drazin inverse. Such a 
decomposition is unique. 
Proof. “If” part: If A has a Drazin inverse K over E.& then, by defining 
A, = AKA = K * and A, = A - A,, one can check, as in the proof of Theo- 
rem 10 in Chapter 4 of [2], that A, and A, satisfy (i’). (ii), and (iii). 
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“Only if” part: Suppose that A has a decomposition of the form A = A, + 
A, with (i’), (ii), and (iii). Then th ere is a positive integer m such that AT = 0. 
For this m, A” = AT. Since A? = A”, the index of A is d < m. Since A, has 
a group inverse, Ap = Am has a group inverse. Since some power of A has a 
group inverse, A has a Drazin inverse. 
Uniqueness of the decomposition follows as in the real case. m 
Thanks are due to Dr. P. Bhimashankaram for his suggestions. 
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